HARDMANS & CO. SOLICITORS
49-51 HIGH STREET DEAL KENT CT14 6EL
Tel. +44 (0) 1304 373 922
e-mail: info@hardmansandco.co.uk

[and France - Tel. +33 (0) 321 055 260]

BUSINESS and COMMERCIAL LAW
Whether you are starting up, buying, expanding, selling or just
dealing with issues that arise from running your business - we can
help.
TO INCORPORATE OR NOT?
We can advise you about which option is best for you in your current
circumstances. We can help you acquire the right sort of limited
company, structure the shareholdings and advise about a director’s
responsibilities. If it is not to be an incorporated business, we can
advise you as a sole trader or partner, and draw up a partnership
deed or agreement.
EXPANSION / BUYING / SELLING
We can advise you on the issues which arise on acquiring or
disposing of property, goodwill, shares, assets, etc. - and all the
potential pitfalls of failing to obtain or make full disclosure.
RUNNING YOUR BUSINESS
If you wish, we are happy to become more involved with you in
managing the issues that arise in business. We can attend meetings
where potentially complex legal issues are to be discussed. We have
found that ‘pre-emptive’ action can avoid costs and problems later.
FUNDING
We can help you find a funder (e.g bank, private investor or venture
capitalist), present your case and help negotiate terms.
DISCLAIMER
Each visitor to this website is free to contact HARDMANS & CO for advice specific to their circumstances by
e-mail or otherwise. However, each visitor accepts, by logging onto this page, and whether or not noting or
downloading information displayed on the site, that such information is provided by way of general interest
only, and in no way constitutes legal advice specific to the reader for which HARDMANS & CO can be held
responsible. Consequently, and upon the above bases, each site visitor hereby holds HARDMANS & CO
wholly and fully harmless with regard to any action or inaction which such visitor may embark upon
resultant upon information provided on this site.

NOT ALL SOLICITORS ARE THE SAME

